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This paper aims to construct a theory of the style of medieval Japanese shuttle diplomatic documents 

by collating examples of such documents. Conventionally, there has been a lack of research regarding 

Japanese palaeography. However, by constructing a theory of style, medieval Japanese shuttle diplomatic 

documents can be positioned within Japanese and East Asian palaeography studies. 

Specifically, shuttle diplomatic documents from ancient times through to medieval times were divided 

into four categories, namely, imperial documents, bureaucratic documents, documents ascending to the 

Emperor, and correspondence. Thereafter, examples of each were collated, and a study was made to 

issues the commonalities and diachronism of the document style and the circumstances by which specific 

document formats were selected and used. 

Consequently, the following findings were obtained. In general, the Ming dynasty exchanged 

ascending and descending documents with the rulers of neighbouring countries, and parallel documents 

with the government offices of those countries, and made no distinction between domestic documents and 

diplomatic documents. However, in surrounding countries, it was more typical for diplomatic documents to 

be shuttled as “correspondence” in the Japanese documentary style. This suggests that, basically, medieval 

Japanese samurai diplomacy developed on the basis of correspondence-style diplomatic documents, and 

the shuttle diplomatic documents with the Ming dynasty were actually exceptions. 

The phenomenon of the use of correspondence style in samurai diplomacy was connected to the 

phenomenon of correspondence-style documents becoming of ficial documentation in samurai society. 

Moreover, as the scope of international exchanges expanded to a global scale—with the construction of 

relationships with countries not using Chinese characters, including various countries in southeast Asia 

and Europe—correspondence-style diplomatic documents manifested an ef fect of reducing the friction 

between two parties. 
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